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Might we see trains side by side at Rufford again 36 years later with the
operation of the new timetable coming into effect in May 2018?
See Page 2 for details of Annual General Meeting on 19th July and other events

EVENTS
June 17th – 18th ‘Woodvale’ Show Victoria Park Southport
OPSTA stand in the model rail exhibition marquee. If you are attending then don’t
forget to get some respite from the sun or shelter from the rain, see the wonderful
displays and drop by for a word with a member of the committee.
***********************************************************************************************

MTT & 502 Open Day
On Sunday July 9th the Merseyside Transport Trust
holds its annual Open Day in Burscough. Buses will
be running from Burscough and Ormskirk to the
venue – much recommended!
See progress on the restoration of the last remaining
Class 502 electric train and go for a ride on a vintage
bus across West Lancashire.

The website is http://mttrust.co.uk/

***********************************************************************************************

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 19TH JULY BURSCOUGH
Please arrive from 19.00 for a prompt start at 19.30.
We will be meeting in the upstairs room at The Hop Vine. The pub is at the north
end of the village main street, just a couple of minutes walk from Burscough Bridge
station and 10 minutes walk from Burscough Junction. It is also on a bus route and
there is a lot of free parking close by.
The Hop Vine 62-64 Liverpool Road North, L40 4BY
Tel 01704 893799 www.thehopvine.co.uk
************************************************************************************************

August 27th Ormskirk Motorfest
As announced previously, there will be a special Preston – Ormskirk Sunday service
and subject to final confirmation, this will be the timetable:

All services will call at all stations
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Measures are being taken by Northern to ensure the operation runs more smoothly
than last year. It is an unsubsidised service being run at their cost.
OPSTA will again be conducting passenger counts plus a short survey and learning
from last year’s experience, the intention is to have a presence through the day on
platforms and trains. If you are interested in being involved please contact us.
The measures of success are this:
-

Less than 200 passengers: Northern unlikely to bother again
Circa 250: it is credible but Northern unlikely to be enthused
Above 300: it is viable
400: it must have been profitable and we will demand a further one off (s).

So your backing and support will be immensely important whether it be helping out,
using the service, or promoting the event within your personal circles.

Chair’s Notes
Well here is the pre AGM issue which serves as your invitation to attend – please
see the details under ‘Events’.
In addition to the formal business there will be plenty of time for presentations of our
progress, the challenges we face and the opportunities, with time for questioning
and discussion. And should time permit there will also be an informal talk on a rail
heritage topic. Further on you can read a summary of the objectives and other
salient points we agreed last year and a review of the progress made.
You will also see a statement of our accounts for year ending 2016 which shows us
to be in a healthy position, however, the Piccadilly campaign has required additional
expenditure in the first half of this year. We also wish to be in a position to part
sponsor another Sunday event on Preston-Ormskirk under the right circumstances.
Another 12 months has almost passed and it is membership renewal time. You will
find a renewal notice attached. Your continued support of OPSTA is very important
in terms of the lobbying strength it gives us in both financial and numerical terms.
I try to report on almost everything OPSTA is doing but it is not possible or even of
interest to report on everything, eg the failed funding requests, all of the lobbying
and attempts to gain commitment to specific actions or events and the reporting of
non fare collection and service failures. I will, however, cover some of this briefly in
addition to the updates on our main areas of focus.
In this context, your feedback, suggestions and questions are informative and
helpful so please keep them coming. Everything is considered and may be actioned.
If not published, you should receive a direct reply. Should you wish your opinion or
ideas to be included in the newsletter please request this when getting in contact.
It is through you that I now know of at least 3 venues in different locations that would
be free-of-charge and be suitable for future members’ meetings.
Finally this issue is in black and white because of the photographs used, courtesy of
John Matthews, but of course the issues reported on never are.
Kind Regards Alan Fantom
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Snippets
Talking and working with Northern is an ongoing process and at least the train
operator seems prepared to engage. At our General Meeting last Autumn, Sharon
Keith (Regional Director West) committed to meeting us gain, and they have been
true to that, albeit in a different format. Committee members, Jim Ford, Roger Bell
and Bob Robinson all attended Sharon’s Open House on 3rd May at their offices
within County Hall Preston. Although there were no tangible outcomes, all managed
to maximise their ‘air time’ with Northern’s management constructively.
Fares and Revenue Collection – while Northern’s performance in this regard
seems to have improved on Southport – Manchester; with ticket checking even
being observed on some evening services and more Additional Fare Collectors
being deployed to catch the front carriage free-riders; standards seem to be slipping
on the Preston-Ormskirk service. We continue to pass on all incidences and
feedback that we receive (opstafares@gmail.com).
There was a predictable furore when further fare increases were announced
recently. We believed it was probably down to terms of the franchise which
demanded levelling of fares and removal of ‘cliff-edge’ ticket price differences either
side of passenger authority boundaries. I invited Northern to comment, anticipating a
clarification but instead received a very unclear press release I won’t pass on.
Prospects of re-opening a ticket office at Burscough Bridge diminishing
Frustratingly, despite the efforts of Burscough Parish Council, Friends of Burscough
Stations and OPSTA, the growing confusion from Lancashire County Council and
the rail companies over which body owns and may assign the building lease has
made any form of business planning unrealistic. All this after Northern had shown
willingness to enter an agency ticket-selling agreement with any concern putting
forward a well prepared proposition.
Following the recent election that saw a change of control at Lancashire County
Council, Roger Bell and I met with newly elected Councillor Eddie Pope. It is early
days but he clearly had a grasp of the issues and priorities and we were pleased to
hear him state he wanted the council to have an active role and voice.
This leads us on to the Liverpool City Region and we continue to meet quarterly
with the other Rail User Groups with rail interest in this area. A useful development
has been the afternoon session with Merseytravel’s management. At the April
meeting attended by Bob Robinson and me, Cllr Liam Robinson, Chairman and
Sefton MBC Cllr Gordon Friel, Vice Chair both joined us. Gordon is very active in
support of Southport keeping its direct services to Piccadilly and the Airport.
Paul Dickie continues to represent us at the One West Lancs Transport Group,
another valuable forum for raising awareness and engaging with others over the
transport issues, notably Edge Hill University.
Alan Fantom
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Briefing for AGM 19th July 2017
Main Points of Agreement at 2016 AGM and Review of Progress over last year
We confirmed we still had 4 main objectives:
1. Southport – Manchester Services: retention of direct services to the
south side of Manchester and Bolton.
The ‘summit meeting’ involving 4 MPs in Ormskirk at the start of July2016 had
just taken place at which we were stone-walled by the Arriva Bid team. All talk
of ‘options being considered’ seemed very hollow but there was the promise of
more talks.
Since then we have achieved a position where, following the major service
changes in May 2018, we will see direct services to Piccadilly from Wigan and
two direct commuting services from/ to Southport on Monday-Saturday.
The train operator has committed to working with us on a business case for a
better solution, albeit from October 2018. If we achieve this then all of our
services would benefit from 4 car bi mode trains that effectively gives us an
electric service without the wires.
We do at least have more officialdom on our side.
It looks like we have lost a direct service to the airport.
This has taken a lot and most of our effort and there is still a long way to go.
2. Preston-Ormskirk-Liverpool
Although the extension of electric services as far as Burscough (and ultimately
Preston) remains in the Long Term Rail Strategy of the Liverpool City Region
there has been no follow-up by Merseytravel to OPSTA’s submission which
showed a positive Benefit Cost Ratio would be easily achieved, contrary to the
findings of the Burscough Demand Study’.
OPSTA has focussed attention on the new Northern franchise and it now looks
certain we will get to an hourly service 6 days a week from May ’18 and there
should be an improvement in rolling stock allocation.
August 2016 also saw the first Sunday service for a few years, a one off in
support of Ormskirk Motorfest. Despite severe operational failings, our
passenger counts and survey demonstrated there had been a significant
public response and Northern agreed to run it again this year.
3. Re-opening Midge Hall Station
Just when it seemed our efforts, notably by Geoff Hankin, our lead on this,
would not bear any fruit, the developer of the old test track site started its own
public consultation. They asked us for an outline case which we supplied.
Inevitably this went quiet again but we now have a position to build on.
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4. Burscough Curves
OPSTA has not been working actively on this in the last year but a by product
of our research often throws up more justification. And we haven’t wasted the
opportunity to promote the idea when it is raised by politicians and members of
the public. We need a working or sub group for the coming year.

We also accepted presentations from the Committee on:
- Skelmersdale and agreed we would monitor closely the progress of the
different phases of the GRIP (Government Return on Investment Programme)
study but did not consider intervention or involvement necessary.
- Burscough Bridge Interchange and agreed we would provide active support
to steps taken to re-open the booking office. We have but this looks
increasingly unlikely to achieve a positive outcome
Networking and Research - we agreed was important and must be continued,
noting our evidence based approach was strengthening our credibility and getting us
a hearing in important places. We have done this. This included establishing a
working relationship with the new Northern management team.
Other Areas of Attention that we have not managed to follow up in the last year.
We had agreed to support those addressing the flood risk issues on the West Lancs
Plain and to get behind a number of mooted park-and-ride facilities at stations, eg
Upholland and Appley Bridge.

Accounts at 31st December 2016
Income £1041.62 including £276 in donations from members
Expenses £550.15 primarily newsletter printing and distribution costs
Surplus £491.47

Bank Balance £3484.91
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Ormskirk-Preston Services
Since the new franchise, Northern has consistently stated it will increase Monday Saturday services to 17 a day between Preston and Ormskirk thus delivering
regular, hourly trains from May 2018. Subject to formal industry sign-off, this has
been confirmed with the proposed timetable circulated as part of its consultation.
New timetable
The first service will leave Preston at 06.26 then at the same time past each hour
until 22.36. Duration of the southbound journey is 30 minutes.
The first service from Ormskirk will depart at 07.01 and then at the same time past
each hour until 23.01. The north bound journey is scheduled to take 31 minutes.
The train for Ormskirk will be the unit that has arrived from Colne and the train to
Preston will form a Blackpool South service. Although they may not be shown in the
timetable as such, it will give us through services that should reduce journey times
considerably for many passengers in one direction at least.
Consultation Response
OPSTA will be replying to Northern’s consultation on the timetable changes
proposed and any feedback is welcome. Please e mail opstasurveys@gmail.com or
use the contact details provided.
Unsurprisingly, those of us that have seen this already are delighted to see this
major step improvement in service level (and when it happens it will be credit to us,
OPSTA having taken the lead on this by ensuring all of the franchise bidders
understood the evidence based case built on our passenger counts and surveys).
However, it is not black and white, and some of us have shared similar concerns.
Although timings and connections at Preston appear to work well, ironically, despite
the more frequent service, it may not work out so well for connections with Liverpool
trains. This takes us to the question posed in the last edition, which is how to ensure
the management of the lines as a rail corridor. Based on the current Merseyrail
timetable, reliable connections at Ormskirk for northbound travel would be 17
minutes and in the evening this would increase to 24 minutes, however, we know
the timetable will change with the opening of Maghull North station in late 2018.
Roger Bell is pursuing this.
We have always been conscious of the travel needs of the students and staff at
Edge Hill University which is why we previously suggested to Northern that the
evening schedule need not slavishly follow the daytime pattern. As this is written,
EHU is considering this matter and will be giving us their comments.
The final area of concern for us is over service resilience. The timetables allow very
little recovery time for the 5 train units that will be interworked over three services
between Preston, Colne, Ormskirk and Blackpool South. Northern deserve credit for
maximising the schedule this way but will one delay have a knock-on effect for the
rest of the day? We will be seeking an assurance that the recently replaced passing
loop at Rufford will serve as an operational contingency to help prevent this.
Alas still no Sunday service which is why we pursue the one off operations in
order to market test and prove the need.
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A DMU working the line back in the 80s (John Matthews’ collection)

Fully Adopted
It has long been an aspiration within OPSTA to see every station on our local lines
having a formal ‘station adoption’ group. There are some outstanding examples Croston and Meols Cop come to mind most frequently. But there had been a small
number of stations where we have never been able to get local interest.
Now I am delighted to report that every station (that lies between Southport and
Wallgate, Ormskirk and Preston) has a station adoption group registered with the
train operator. Since Northern (Arriva Rail North) took over the services in April 2016
I have worked with their Community Rail team to see how every station can benefit.
I am particularly pleased that Rufford and Parbold now have active groups in the
early days of working out their plans to make their stations more attractive. In
Rufford I must thank OPSTA member Rose Oley for introducing me to the Rufford
Village Society. As many members know Rose and her late husband Ciaran have
been very active campaigners for our services and tried hard without a lot of support
to see their local station in Rufford was cared for. Now the Village Society is working
to improve that station.
Adopting your local station can have a lot of benefits. The immediate and obvious
first step is to make the station more attractive, with some planters to make the
place more welcoming. But it need not stop there. I have always viewed the
possibilities as facing both ways. Firstly, and most important is to create a sense of
local pride and ownership of the station – and hopefully to get local people to try the
Connexion 140
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train. And the other major opportunity is to create a welcome to visitors to your
community. There are a lot of examples across the country where the local station
promotes local places of interest for visitors to enjoy. It can be as simple as having a
good map of local attractions giving directions, or what local bus and taxi services
are available in the area. Funding is available from a number of sources to make
your ideas a reality. And there is an added bonus- members of station groups have
access to travel passes on Northern trains!
No two stations are the same and no two communities are the same, so the
possibilities will be different at each station. Often the physical layout of the station
will dictate what can be done. The wonderful example of Bescar Lane shows what
can be achieved even in the most limited space.
The West of Lancashire Community Rail Partnership (WLCRP) covers the same
railway routes as OPSTA and we work closely together. At a recent WLCRP
meeting we discussed ways to help share knowledge between station groups, and
we encourage groups to get together. The Rufford group has already visited Bescar
Lane to pick up some pointers.
All the station groups could do with more members. If you want to get involved, get
in touch with OPSTA and we will put you in contact with your local station group.
With the advent of a much better train service between Ormskirk and Preston in May
next year, it is important that the communities on that line really benefit. Together
the station groups on the line can work to promote the new service and make it an
outstanding success.
Roger Bell
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Better in the South?
During a recent visit to our son and family in Banbury, Doug and I had occasion to
go to Thatcham (between Reading and Newbury). Not wishing to drive we decided
to try out the train service.
This we did, allowing lots of time (after all we are only familiar with the trains in the
north of the country!). We parked the car at Banbury station (great enormous multi
story so no problem there), ten minutes later got a train to Reading (Crosscountry –
plenty of seats), waited 8 minutes at Reading (which is huge but all platforms were
well indicated) for our 1st Great Western train to Thatcham (trains every half hour
and yes there was a Sunday service too – though not so frequent) and we were at
Thatcham, a small town/large village two hours early for our appointment! The
whole journey from Banbury to Thatcham (just outside Newbury) took just one and
quarter hours and it was just as good coming back.
The point I’m making is why are we up here in the north so badly served when
travelling by train is so easy in the south? Coincidentally, as I write Andy Burnham
and the Liverpool Mayor have been on the Northern News saying how our northern
rail service is unsatisfactory and holding this region back.
Sylvia Scobie
Ian Davies reports
I don’t know whether this is the time for light hearted quips about Loo-less trains on
the East West lines i.e. passing through Brighton to Eastbourne and Bognor - all
centres of older citizenship, many with weak bladders, told by Southern that most
stations have toilet facilities and if you need a quick one," there will be another train
along", though nowadays it may be quite some time!
I was talking to a Bar Manager at Brighton station who as it happened hailed from
Blackpool, who told me that local businesses were opening later as there was not
the early demand and some small business had folded including the bar/restaurant
which provided hot porridge on cold mornings and Doddle the Internet collection
point owned by Railtrack has closed and now, instead of it reverting to a centrally
placed Ticket Office is, has become, despite the protests, another food outlet!
I know some parents are staying in London during the week in order, at some
expense, to hold onto jobs.
By April the situation in the strike-hit south east was easing as more staff go back to
work out of need - there is still overcrowding due to cancelled trains and other
essential parts are hit -maintenance, never an apparent priority on Thameslink
appears just as poor on the new Siemens trains with frequent cancellations.
On the day of the Westminster attacks friends returning from a visit to the National
Gallery decided to return to Brighton via Blackfriars (Brighton - Bedford line) rather
than Victoria which they thought would be congested and heavily policed - they were
let down by the cancellation of the scheduled Brighton train which had been taken
out of service because of defects - the following train was of course overcrowded
with people who were similarly avoiding Victoria.
I’ve seen quite a few 319’s passing through Blackfriars station, serving south
London and Kent - I presume these will be available for re-distribution elsewhere…..
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Manchester Services and Piccadilly Campaign
With Northern just commencing its industry level consultation on the major timetable
changes planned for May 2018, it was a full agenda for our meeting on 8th May. The
discussions were constructive with a number of positives coming out of it but serious
concerns too and we still have a long way to go.
The rail industry's idea of 'consultation' is not for a public engagement but for a train
operator to circulate its plans to transport authorities and their ilk which all but keeps
it in-house. Northern realised from our position this would not wash here and invited
us to conduct our own passenger consultation on the understanding we would
compile a single response. We readily agreed as those with e mail accounts know!
Northern’s service proposition for May 2018 using its current resources (a mixture of
diesel and bi mode units) provides direct Monday-Saturday services from Wigan
North Western and Bolton to Piccadilly, but it is uncertain whether trains will call at
Deansgate, and nothing will go south side on a Sunday.
From the draft timetable we know two trains will depart Southport at 6.17 and 7.17
for Piccadilly with two return services leaving Piccadilly at 17.15 and 18.15.
Tangible progress but it clearly does not satisfy the requirement for a full direct
service all day, every day of the week. Northern has committed to working with us
on the development of a business case for the early delivery of 2 additional Class
319 (now known as Class 769) Flex units that would enable more direct services to
Piccadilly for the full line-of-route (ie from Southport). If authorised, Northern
consider this would be feasible from October '18 meaning services would be routed
to Victoria in the interim – we have been managed.
There is a strong benefit case (revenue and economic) to be made for the full 7 day
service and limited incremental costs; given the bi mode trains will displace diesel
units on the Southport to Manchester routes, and we have some important backing.
First, however, using analysed data from an online survey completed by circa 200
rail users plus some random station surveys, we must submit a response to the
timetable consultation with reasoned and realistic demands.
As I finalise this newsletter (on June 6th) the working draft concludes like this:
It is recommended that:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Alderley Edge (Piccadilly) services go to Wigan Wallgate not North Western.
1 train per hour is routed via Bolton.
Piccadilly services call at Deansgate in both directions.
All services call at Meols Cop and Hindley
There is an airport service on a Sunday.

It is also requested that serious consideration be given to:
6. Providing a third commuter service to and from Piccadilly
7. Providing an additional commuter service to and from Victoria
8. More Sunday services including stops at Bescar Lane, New Lane and Hoscar.
Please feel free to send in your travel priorities and comments.
Alan Fantom
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The following was written by John Berry in response to the Budget in March and in time for our last newsletter but
with so much else to report on I held it back. However, with the General Election it remains relevant as a challenge to
the incoming Government to redress the balance.

Fair Transport Policy
True to form the Chancellor, Phillip Hammond on this occasion, announced for the
sixth consecutive Budget, a freeze on petrol duty while the cost of rail fares are to
increase by 2.3% for unregulated fares and regulated fares will increase by the RPI
figure of 1.9% (RPI in July 2016).
I would like to ask the Government why rail fares increase by the higher Retail Price
Index figure whilst benefits and public sector pay are increased by the lower
Consumer Prices Index figure. The fact is that the Government is scratching around
for money and local councils struggle to provide for the elderly, so why have
motorists once again benefited?
This is all par for course for Mr Hammond who, when appointed Secretary of State
for Transport announced an end ‘to the war on the motor car’. Private Eye published
an article entitled ‘what war?’ and outlined the motoring concessions introduced by
the preceding Labour administration. John Prescott introduced a white paper which
called for a policy to encourage public transport but many of the proposals were
vetoed by No. 10 because they were too anti car, e.g. charges for parking at
supermarkets. The central theme was the need to introduce measures to reduce
traffic but it was changed to ‘reduce congestion’ which meant building more roads.
Other environmental measures Mr Hammond considered (when leading the DfT)
were why should cyclists be allowed in front of cars at traffic lights when cars are
faster and why should trains have preference over cars at level crossings – he went
on to veto a proposal to build a rail link from south London to Heathrow airport
because it would inconvenience too many motorists at level crossings.
This was all very disappointing because the Chancellors in previous Conservative
governments had been far more realistic in my opinion. Nigel Lawson changed the
tax arrangements on company cars to reflect the level of benefit and thus more tax
was charged. Ken Clark increased fuel duty in order to slow down the growth in road
traffic. The last Government did the opposite and seemed intent on increasing traffic
levels despite furore over air pollution, what will the next Government do?
J M Berry

CONTACTS
Chairman & Newsletter Editor: Alan Fantom - 01704 546121 / 07792 208203
Items for newsletter: 14 Lime St, Southport, PR8 6DA or alan.fantom@yahoo.co.uk
Secretary: Colin Wells - 01704 893882
Correspondence with committee: 48 Manor Avenue, Burscough, Lancs. L40 7TT or
colin.wells@tesco.net or opstamember@gmail.com
Membership: opstamember@gmail.com or
252 Prescot Road, Aughton, Lancs. L39 5AQ
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